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See this article for background information to these forms 

and considerations before shifting to a non-rating 

performance appraisal system.  
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Example 1:  

My Success – Self Reflection 

Thinking about your performance in the past two months, in 

terms of engaging and inspiring your people … Award 

yourself 100 points spread over these categories. 

Starting with Excellent 

Poor Ok Good Excellent

When was this?

What about it made it 

excellent?

What specifically did you 

do well? What strengths 

did you call upon
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Moving on to Good 

What might others have 

noticed about you when 

you were being excellent?

What else is useful for you 

to notice here?

When was your 

performance good?

What was happening when 

it was good? What 

strengths were you using?

What were you specifically 

contributing that made it 

good?

What would your boss, 

colleagues, team members 

say they noticed about you 

when your performance 

was good?

What else is useful for you 

to notice here?
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Moving on to OK 

Affirming Your Performance 

Take a moment to reflect on what you’ve noted about your 

excellent, good and OK performance. List the resources and 

skills that you would like to continue use and to amplify for on-

going success. 

When was your 

performance OK – be 

specific?

What were the highlights 

of OK for you?

What else is useful for you 

to notice here?
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Moving on to Poor 

When was your performance 

poor?

Reflecting on all the resources 

skills and attributes you’ve 

uncovered from the previous 

sections:  

Which of these areas is it 

important to improve? 

Make a note of the resources you 

could use to improve 

performance.

Small Actions 

Given what you’re hoping to 

achieve in the next 3 months …  

Jot down some small actions or 

things that are useful for you to 

notice which will enable you to 

make progress. 

What else is useful for you to 

notice here? 
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Starting With the End In Mind: 

If you were an excellent engaged and engaging leader 100% of the 

time what would you be saying, doing, feeling? What sort of activities 

would you be giving your attention to? What would you be hearing 

the people around you say to each other and to you? How would 

they describe your team and work environment? 
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Example 2:  

My Success – Self Reflection 

Name: …………………      Position Title:  ………………………..  

Goals and Objectives Established at Start of Year

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Self-Reflection

What have I done really well?

What strengths/skills/talents/behaviors helped me to perform?

What behaviors do I need to focus upon to get closer to my 

potential?

What skills, characteristics, talents, systems do I need to improve, to 

get better results?

What have I learned that will help me perform better in the future?

What am I going to focus upon in the next quarter?
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Focus Forward

The three systems/processes/procedures/policies I will work on in 

order to improve performance are … and the results we can expect 

to see are …. 

The three behaviors I will focus upon improving are … and the 

improved results of this will be …. 

The three skills/talents I will learn are …. And I will use these new 

skills/talents in this way to ….. to deliver these results  …. 

The three things I will do to enhance our team’s culture are …. And 

this will improve morale by …  

The three business results I will deliver (over and above my normal 

‘business as usual’ activities) are …
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About Shelley Holmes 

Using tools, tips, ideas and strategies that help them to be really clear 

about what is ‘success critical’ and how to get there fast, Shelley 

inspires leaders to be a ‘rockstar’ in their industry, by living, loving, 

and leading at a remarkable level. 

For several years, Shelley was a key leader in a High-Performance 

organization (that had national and international recognition). It is 

this real-world experience that underpins and brings to life the 

theory and insights gained, from her deep study of high performance 

leadership. 

Around the globe, she has worked with organizations (with total 

revenues in excess of $116 billion) and supports thousands of 

individual leaders through, coaching, consulting, workshops, 

webinars, audio programs and the Make A Dent Leadership website 

(which has over 5,000 visitors per day). 

Shelley’s Philosophy… 

Whether you like it or not, the way that you show up at work defines 

you as a human being. 

On grand and small scales, the way you interact with others, the 

products and services you are a part of delivering, all roll together to 

become a part of the legacy that you leave behind. The way you deal 
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with others, the things you teach them, that cause them to grow, and 

become a better version of themselves .... as individuals, work 

colleagues, leaders, and parents ... now that defines who you are! 

There are hundreds of resources like this article at Make A Dent 

Leadership where you can join our community of leaders who are 

focusing on living, loving and leading remarkably as they make their 

dent in the universe. 

If you are ready to be the best possible version of yourself, to lead 

with more energy and passion than you thought possible... if you are 

ready to make a dent in the universe … 

Contact Us 

Website:    MakeADentLeadership.com 

Contact:     Email 

Twitter:      twitter.com/MakeADentLeader 

Facebook:  facebook.com/MakeADentLeadership 

Linkedin:    linkedin.com/in/shelleyholmes
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